ABSTRACT

Cafe on the environment is generally synonymous with young children, but also does not preclude people - people who have a family to just enjoy the dishes that have been presented. Cafe is one means to socialize and gather with family, relatives, colleagues and community. Today many emerging-cafe cafe not only serves the dish, but also sell interior design as well as present the view that diverse.

In this research study we put the cafe in the area skatepark Ketabang times Surabaya as a study site, because the cafe is located at the skate park area has a plus value other than as a cafe that serves the interior design with the application of the skateboard as well as presenting the view area skateboarding skatepark. Besides the cafe is intended as a means of gathering the community - a particular community, for example skater community (a term for people who skateboard), cafe aims to capture the interest and talent of youth sports with the rise of skateboarding in Surabaya.

Data collection procedures performed by the study of literature from various sources such as books, magazines and the internet which aims to get a reference on interior elements that support the creation of Extreme sporty feel that is formed by applying a skateboard. While research method used is direct research / survey of existing, so that you know the condition of existing in more detail.

The expected result is an Interior Design Cafe With Extreme Shades Sporty Area Skatepark Ketabang Surabaya River, this is an attraction for visitors who want to enjoy a different feel. The goal is to provide innovative design because the longer people are starting to insist on an interior design innovation and introducing more skateboard sport in the wider community.
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